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Programmability


- Software defined networking


- Network automation


- Network function virtualization


- Programmable data plane


Application


- Network monitoring


- In-network computing 

- Machine learning for networking

Course outline

Warm-up


- Introduction (history, principles)


- Networking basics


- Networking data structures and algorithms


- Network transport


Data centers


- Data center networking


- Data center transport
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In-network computing
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Servers

Programmable 
switches

Developer

Network program

C/Java/Scala/
Python program

Application 

In-network computing: performing application-specific computations “in the network” on the 
path between data sources and sinks, leveraging modern programmable switches



Learning objectives
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How to implement an in-network coordination service?

How to implement an in-network caching service?



How to implement an in-network caching service?



Key-value storage

Store, retrieve, manage key-value objects


- Critical building block for large-scale cloud services


- Need to meet aggressive latency and throughput objectives efficiently


Target workloads


- Small objects


- Read intensive


- Highly skewed and dynamic key popularity
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Challenge
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How to provide effective dynamic load balancing?

Highly skewed and rapidly 
changing workloads

Requirement: high 
throughput, low (tail) latency



Opportunity

Fast, small cache can ensure load balancing


Cache O(NlogN) hottest items


- E.g., 10,000 hot objects


N: number of servers


- E.g., 100 backend servers with 100 billion items


Requirement: cache throughput >= backend aggregate throughput
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Bin Fan, Hyeontaek Lim, David G. Andersen, Michael Kaminsky. Small cache, big effect: 
provable load balancing for randomly partitioned cluster services. ACM SoCC, 2011.



How to build the cache?
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Cache needs to provide the aggregate throughput of the storage layer

flash/disk

each: O(100) KQPS
total: O(10) MQPS

in-memory

O(10) MQPS

cache

each: O(10) MQPS
total: O(1) BQPS

in-memory

O(1) BQPS

?cache



In-Network Caching
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in-network

Limited on-chip memory?

But we only need to cache O(NlogN) small items!

flash/disk

each: O(100) KQPS
total: O(10) MQPS

in-memory

O(10) MQPS

cache

each: O(10) MQPS
total: O(1) BQPS

in-memory

O(1) BQPS

cache

Cache needs to provide the aggregate throughput of the storage layer



In-Network Caching
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Key-value caching in network ASIC at line rate

ACM SOSP 2017



Recall PISA

Programmable parser


- Extra packet header and converts packet data into metadata


Programmable match-action pipeline


- Operate on metadata and update memory states
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Use PISA for key-value store

Programmable parser


- Parse custom key-value fields in the packet header


Programmable match-action pipeline


- Read and update key-value data


- Provide query statistics for cache updates
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PISA switch architecture
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Fast

Slow



NetCache rack-scale architecture

Switch data plane


- Key-value store to serve queries for cached keys


- Query statistics to enable efficient cache updates


Switch control plane


- Insert hot items into the cache and evict less popular items


- Manage memory allocation for on-chip key-value store
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Data plane query handling
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Three cases: read (hit), read (miss), write

Directly reply from the cache

Reply from the server

Write to the server and invalidate the cache



In-Network Caching
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Key-value caching in network ASIC at line rate?!

How to identify application-level 
packet fields?

How to store and serve variable-
length data on switches?

How to efficiently keep the cache 
up-to-date?

Research questions to answer



NetCache packet format 
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Application-layer protocol: compatible with existing L2-L4 layers

Only the top-of-rack switch needs to parse NetCache fields



In-Network Caching
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Key-value caching in network ASIC at line rate?!

How to identify application-level 
packet fields?

How to store and serve variable-
length data on switches?

How to efficiently keep the cache 
up-to-date?

Research questions to answer



Use register array
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For fixed-length items, use the index to fetch items from the register array 



Challenges with variable length

No loop or string due to strict timing requirements


Need to optimize hardware resources consumption


- Number of table entries


- Size of action data from each entry


- Size of intermediate metadata across tables
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Potential solutions
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Match

Action

pkt.key == A

process_array([2,3,...])

Solution 1: use action data to 
hold the indices 

Problem: number of lookups in one 
register array (RA) is limited

Match

Action

pkt.key == A

process_array(2)

Match

Action

pkt.key == A

process_array(2)

RA

RA1

RA2

Solution 2: use multiple register 
arrays (RAs) with the same index

Problem: too many match 
action table entries



NetCache: two-level lookup
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Small action data

Small match-action table size



Combine outputs from multiple arrays
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Memory management
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bins

Solving a bin-packing problem: use First-Fit heuristics



In-Network Caching
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Key-value caching in network ASIC at line rate?!

How to identify application-level 
packet fields?

How to store and serve variable-
length data on switches?

How to efficiently keep the cache 
up-to-date?

Research questions to answer



Cache insertion and eviction
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Goal: react quickly and effectively to workload changes with minimal updates

Challenge: cache the hottest O(NlogN) items with limited insertion rate



Query statistics

Cached key: per-key counter array


Uncached key:


- Count-min sketch: report new hot keys


- Bloom filter: remove duplicated hot key reports
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How to implement an in-network coordination service?



Coordination service
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Fundamental building block of distributed systems, e.g., the cloud



Coordination service
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Can be built on strongly consistent, fault-tolerant storage services

Configuration 
management

Group 
membership

Distributed 
locking Barrier

Strongly consistent, fault-tolerant key-value store

Server

Applications

Coordination 
service



Workflow of coordination service
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Multiple message exchanges between servers on the network

Request 

Reply 
Throughput: limited by the 

server NIC throughput
Latency: at least one RTT, 

typically a few RTTs



In-network coordination
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Motivation: in-network coordination is communication-heavy, not computation-heavy

Request 

Reply 



In-network coordination
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Use a set of coordination switches to run a consensus protocol

Request 

Reply 

Client

Coordination switches running a 
consensus protocol

Throughout: switch throughput
Latency: sub-RTT



USENIX NSDI 2018



NetChain design goals
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High throughput Low latency Consistency Fault tolerance

Already satisfied with the high-
performance switches How to?



NetChain design goals
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High throughput Low latency Consistency Fault tolerance

Already satisfied with the high-
performance switches

Chain replication in the 
network



Chain replication

Storage nodes are organized in a chain structure


Handle operations: 


- Read from the tail


- Write from head to tail


Provide strong consistency and fault tolerance


- Tolerate f failures with f+1 nodes
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NetChain division of labor
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Use Vertical Paxos to match the workload to network control and data planes

Steady state protocol Reconfiguration protocol



NetChain overview
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NetChain challenges
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How to store and serve 
key-value items?

How to route queries 
according to the chain 

structure?

How to handle out of 
order delivery in the 

network?

How to handle switch 
failures?

Data plane Control plane



NetChain switch design
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Similar to NetCache, expect the coordination components



NetChain packet format
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Application-layer protocol: compatible with existing L2-
L4 layers, invoked with a reserved UDP port

UDP is not reliable: upon packet loss, retry! Designing a reliable 
transport protocol for in-network computing is still an open challenge!



In-network key-value storage

Key-value store in a single switch


- Store and serve key-value items using register arrays


Key-value store in the network


- Data partitioning with consistent hashing and virtual nodes
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NetChain routing - write requests
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Segment routing according to the chain structure



NetChain routing - read requests
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Segment routing according to the chain structure



NetChain out of order delivery
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Serialization with sequence number!



Handling switch failures
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Fast failover Failure recovery

• Failover to remaining f nodes

• Tolerate f-1 failures

• Efficiency: only need to update neighbor 

switches of failed switch

• Add another switch

• Tolerate f+1 failures again

• Consistency: two-phase atomic switching

• Minimize disruption: virtual groups



NetChain performance
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Significant improvement over server-based solutions



Summary
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Leverage switches for in-network computing: in-network caching, in-network coordination



Ongoing research projects
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Contact us if you are interested

ACM ASPLOS 2021 ACM HotNets 2021



Next time: machine learning for networking
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Can we use machine learning to power the intelligence of the network?


